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Against All Odds*
Danielle Steel

Kate Madison's stylish second-hand clothing shop has been 
a big success in New York, supporting her and her four kids 
since her husband's untimely death. Now her children have 
grown up, they are ready to forge lives of their own. They all 
choose to play against the odds, much to their mother's 
dismay. Isabelle, a dedicated attorney, is in line to make 
partner at her Wall Street firm, when she falls for a client 
she represents in a criminal case. Julie meets a man who 
seems too good to be true and falls under his spell. Justin is 
a struggling writer who pushes for children with his partner 
before they're financially or emotionally ready. Willie, the 
youngest, makes a choice that shocks them all, with a 
woman fifteen years older. Kate can't keep her children 
from playing against the odds. Can the odds be beaten?

Macmillan • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509800209 $39.99

The Fix: An Amos Decker Novel 3*
David Baldacci

Amos Decker, David Baldacci's unique special agent, 
who suffered a head injury that resulted in giving him the 
gift of a remarkable memory together with a condition 
called synaesthesia, takes on another case in The Fix.

Macmillan • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9781447277439 $32.99

All That's Left to Tell
Daniel Lowe

All That's Left to Tell is a debut novel about Marc Laurent, 
a mid-level executive taken hostage in Karachi. Aside from 
his guards, his only interaction is with a mysterious woman 
he knows as Josephine. She asks Marc a question that is 
even more frightening than his captivity-why didn't he go 
home last month for his daughter's funeral, after she was 
murdered? Every night Josephine visits Marc in his cell. 
She tells him stories, including stories about what would 
have happened had his daughter not been murdered. Marc, 
in turn, begins to tell his own stories, in which his daughter 
is alive. And soon it's not clear which storyline is real, and 
which is imagined, and if it even matters.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509810550 $32.99

The Children of Jocasta
Natalie Haynes

Jocasta is just fifteen when she is told that she must 
marry the King of Thebes, an old man she has never 
met. Her life has never been her own, and nor will it be, 
unless she outlives her strange, absent husband. Ismene 
is the same age when she is attacked in the palace she 
calls home. Since the day of her parents' tragic deaths a 
decade earlier, she has always longed to feel safe with 
the family she still has. But with a single act of violence, 
all that is about to change. With the turn of these two 
events, a tragedy is set in motion. But not as you know it.

Mantle • HB • Historical Fiction

9781509836154 $39.99

Skullsworn
Brian Staveley

For one apprentice assassin, the clock is ticking... Pyrre 
Lakatur doesn't like the description skullsworn. It doesn't 
capture the beauty of her devotion to Ananshael, God of 
Death. And she's not an assassin, but a priestess. Or she 
will be, if she can pass her final trial. The problem isn't 
killing, as Pyrre has spent her life training for this. The 
problem is love. To pass the trial, she will have fourteen 
days to kill seven people detailed in an ancient song, 
including one true love, 'who will not come again'. However, 
Pyrre has never been in love, time is short, and if she fails 
she'll be given to her god. Pyrre's not afraid to die, but she 
hates to fail. So a month before the trial begins, she returns 
to the violent city of her birth, where she once offered an 
abusive father to the god. Here Pyrre hopes to find love -
and end it with the edge of her knife.

Tor UK • HB • Fantasy

9781509822959 $39.99

Let Go My Hand
Edward Docx

Larry struggles with the guilt of having wrecked one 
home to make another. His middle-aged sons never 
recovered from the divorce and still live each day in 
rebuke to their father. Even Larry's youngest and 
favourite son hasn't escaped the corrosive effects of the 
long-buried secrets and lies that have come to define the 
family. Everyone always assumed the mess could be 
sorted out later. But now Larry has a terminal illness. In 
the time he has left, he desperately wants two things: to 
heal the family wounds and to choose when his own life 
ends. He sets off on what might be his final journey. But 
will his sons come together to aid in his dying wish? Can 
a family's love prove powerful enough to keep a dying 
man alive?

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780330463522 $39.99
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Move Fast and Break Things
Jonathan Taplin

'The question isn't who's going to let me: it's who is going 
to stop me' This is the story of how a small number of 
ideologically driven libertarians took the utopian ideal of 
the internet and turned it into the copyright-mauling, 
competition-destroying, human-hating nightmare it has 
become. Their revolution began with a simple premise: to 
conquer the world, they would steal the value of art (as 
well as the value of everything else of importance to 
human beings) from its creators. Move Fast and Break 
Things is a call to arms to wake up, to say that is enough 
is enough, to call out the perpetrators of almost 
inconceivable large-scale cultural theft, and to demand 
that we do everything in our power to create a different 
future.

Macmillan • HB • Business & Management

9781509847693 $39.99

Insight
Tasha Eurich

Integrating hundreds of studies with her own research and 
work in the Fortune 500 world, organizational psychologist 
Tasha Eurich shatters conventional assumptions about 
what it takes to truly know ourselves - like why 
introspection isn't a bullet train to insight, how experience 
is the enemy of self-knowledge, and just how far others 
will go to avoid telling us the truth about ourselves. 
Through stories of people who've made dramatic self-
awareness gains, she offers surprising secrets, techniques 
and strategies to help readers do the same - and therefore 
improve their work performance, career satisfaction, 
leadership potential, relationships, and more. At a time 
when self-awareness matters more than ever, Insight is 
the essential playbook for surviving and thriving in an 
unaware world.

Macmillan • HB • Psychology

9781509839612 $44.99

How Emotions Are Made
Lisa Feldman Barrett

The understanding of emotion has been around since 
Aristotle. But what if it's wrong? In How Your Emotions 
Are Made, pioneering psychologist Lisa Feldman Barrett 
draws on the latest scientific evidence to reveal that our 
ideas about emotion are dramatically, even dangerously, 
out of date - and that we have been paying the price. 
Emotions don't exist objectively in nature, Barrett explains, 
and they aren't pre-programmed in our brains and bodies; 
rather, they are psychological experiences that each of us 
constructs based on our unique personal history, 
physiology and environment.

Macmillan • HB • Psychology: Emotions

9781509837496 $39.99

The Lotterys Plus One*
Emma Donoghue

Meet the Lotterys: a unique and diverse family featuring 
four parents, seven kids and five pets - all living happily 
together in their big old house, Camelottery. Nine-year-old 
Sumac is the organiser of the family and is looking forward 
to a long summer of fun. But when their grumpy and 
intolerant grandad comes to stay, everything is turned 
upside down. How will Sumac and her family manage with 
another person to add to their hectic lives? Internationally 
bestselling author Emma Donoghue's first novel for 
children, with black-and-white illustrations throughout, is 
funny, charming and full of heart.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509803194 $24.99

With My Daddy
James Brown

Days with my daddy are always the best. So full of 
adventures, there's no time to rest. From breakfast time at 
the zoo to bathtime out at sea, every moment of the day 
with Daddy is an adventure. A touching celebration of the 
special relationship between father and child. Warmly told 
in gentle rhyme by James Brown and brought to life with 
charming illustrations by Cally Johnson-Isaacs. With My 
Daddy is a heartwarming picture book and the perfect gift 
to share time and time again. Also available: With My 
Mummy.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Books

9781509834419 $24.99

Mouse's Big Day
Lydia Monks

Welcome to Twit Twoo School! In this first story meet 
Mouse, Mole, Owl, Frog, Rabbit and their teacher Miss 
Hoot at their fun-filled treetop school. It's Mouse's first day, 
and she's feeling a little nervous - in fact, she doesn't want 
to go to school at all! But with a little help from her new 
friends, she finds that perhaps school isn't so bad after 
all... Mouse's Big Day is a warm and funny story about 
friendship that is perfect for any child who is starting 
school or nursery. With a cast of adorable animal 
characters and bright, bold, distinctive illustrations from 
the award-winning Lydia Monks, illustrator of the 
bestselling What the Ladybird Heard and What the 
Ladybird Heard Next, the Twit Twoo School series is 
sure to delight young children.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781509828425 $24.99

The Burning Time
Virginia Rounding

Spanning all four reigns of British history's most 
remarkable dynasty, The Burning Time is a vivid insight 
into an era in which what was orthodoxy one year might 
be dangerous heresy the next. The first martyrs were 
Catholics, who cleaved to Rome in defiance of Henry VIII's 
break with the papacy. But with the accession of Henry's 
daughter Mary - soon to be nicknamed 'Bloody Mary' - the 
charge of heresy was levelled against devout Protestants, 
who chose to burn rather than recant. The Burning Time
is their story, but it is also the story of the hundreds of men 
and women who were put to the fire for their faith. It is a 
gripping insight into a time when people were willing to 
die, and to kill, in the name of religion.

Macmillan • HB • British & Irish History

9780230772311 $44.99

The Butlins Girls
Elaine Everest

Molly Missons hasn't had the best of times recently. 
Having lost her parents, now some dubious long-lost 
family have darkened her door - attempting to steal her 
home and livelihood. After a horrendous ordeal, Molly 
applies for a job as a Butlin's Aunty. When she receives 
news that she has got the job, she immediately leaves her 
small home town - in search of a new life in Skegness. 
Molly finds true friendship in Freda, Bunty and Plum. But 
the biggest shock is discovering that star of the silver 
screen, Johnny Johnson, is working at Butlin's as head of 
the entertainment team. Johnny takes an instant liking to 
Molly and she begins to shed the shackles of her recent 
traumas. Will Johnny be just the distraction Molly needs -
or is he too good be to be true?

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447295532 $19.99
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Daughters of Penny Lane
Ruth Hamilton

After losing her sisters and home in the Blitz, Alice Quigley returns to her childhood home 
on Penny Lane. Estranged from her husband Dan, she finds comfort in living closer to her 
remaining sister, Nellie, and a cast of new neighbours. Alice is desperate to start a family 
of her own and be a much better mother to them than her own mother was to her children. 
But will it be with the man she's married to? And when visions from the past resurface, she 
soon uncovers a dark secret that her mother has kept hidden for so long.

Macmillan • HB • Sagas

9781447283584 $39.99

Selected Poems
Colette Bryce

Selected Poems draws together the best of Colette Bryce's highly acclaimed and prize-
winning collections; including The Heel of Bernadette (2000), winner of the Aldeburgh 
Prize, The Full Indian Rope Trick (2004), short-listed for the T. S. Eliot Prize and The 
Whole & Rain-domed Universe, shortlisted for the Forward Prize and winner of the Ewart-
Biggs Prize. Moving from the melodic to the political, from the humorous to the nostalgic, 
Bryce's poetry explores home, escape, family and childhood. Her Selected Poems is a 
perfect compilation of her most impressive work and the perfect introduction to one of 
poetry's most lyrical voices.

Picador • TPB • Poetry

9781509840380 $32.99

Baseball Meat Market
Shawn Krest

Shawn Krest is an incredible and gripping sportswriter who shares a detailed narrative 
behind the best and worst MLB player trades in history. Few topics of baseball can get 
fans as easily riled up as trades, and any baseball fan will spout words of rage or thrill at 
the big blockbuster ones. However, reviewing those mismatch trades is a little like judging 
the best home runs by how far they went. Instead of only focusing on the first-round 
knockouts, this book deals with the 12-round title fights of baseball trades. The best trades 
are the ones that changed the history of the sport. The worst ones didn't just get a GM 
fired - they cost a city its team. In this book, readers get a bird's eye view of these most 
important trades and how they shaped baseball into what it is today.

Page Street Publishing • HB • Sports & Outdoor Recreation

9781624142383 $34.49

Big Impact Landscaping
Sara Bendrick

If you've ever looked at the weed-filled expanse that passes for your backyard and 
wondered why your family never uses it, then this book is for you. Sara Bendrick, 
addresses the most common homeowner requests for affordable ways to bring privacy, 
shade, dining areas, fire features and manageable plantings into their yards to increase 
their enjoyment of outdoor spaces and increase the value of their home. Get the most out 
of your property and expand your living space while enjoying more time outdoors. With Big 
Impact Landscaping as your guide, your backyard will go from a forlorn, forgotten 
wasteland to the go-to gathering place your family and guests will never want to leave.

Page Street Publishing • PB • Gardening

9781624143397 $32.99

¡Bravo!
Margarita Engle

Musician, botanist, baseball player, pilot - the Latinos featured in this collection come from 
many different countries and from many different backgrounds. Celebrate their 
accomplishments and their contributions to a collective history and a community that 
continues to evolve and thrive today! Biographical poems include: Aida de Acosta, Arnold 
Rojas, Baruj Benacerraf, César Chávez, Fabiola Cabeza de Baca, Félix Varela, George 
Meléndez, José Martí, Juan de Miralles, Juana Briones, Julia de Burgos, Louis Agassiz 
Fuertes, Paulina Pedroso, Pura Belpré, Roberto Clemente, Tito Puente, Ynes Mexia, 
Tomás Rivera.

Henry Holt Books for Young Readers • HB • Anthologies (Children's / Teenage)

9780805098761 $27.99

¡Bravo!
Margarita Engle

Musician, botanist, baseball player, pilot - the Latinos featured in this collection come from 
many different countries and from many different backgrounds. Celebrate their 
accomplishments and their contributions to a collective history and a community that 
continues to evolve and thrive today! Biographical poems include: Aida de Acosta, Arnold 
Rojas, Baruj Benacerraf, César Chávez, Fabiola Cabeza de Baca, Félix Varela, George 
Meléndez, José Martí, Juan de Miralles, Juana Briones, Julia de Burgos, Louis Agassiz 
Fuertes, Paulina Pedroso, Pura Belpré, Roberto Clemente, Tito Puente, Ynes Mexia, 
Tomás Rivera.

Henry Holt Books for Young Readers • HB • Anthologies (Children's / Teenage)

9781250113665 $27.99

Enduring Vietnam
James Wright

Enduring Vietnam recounts the experiences of the young Americans who fought in 
Vietnam and of families who grieved those who did not return. By 1969 nearly half of the 
junior enlisted men who died in Vietnam were draftees. And their median age was 21-
among the non-draftees it was only 20. The book describes the 'baby boomers' growing up 
in the 1950s, why they went into the military, what they thought of the war, and what it was 
like to serve in 'Nam'. And to come home. With a rich narrative of the Battle for 'Hamburger 
Hill', and through substantial interviews with those who served, the book depicts the cruelty 
of this war, and its quiet acts of courage.

Thomas Dunne Books • HB • Vietnam War

9781250092489 $44.99

Extreme Wilderness Survival
Craig Caudill

Extreme Wilderness Survival is a compilation of the real-life tactics that wilderness 
instructor Craig Caudill has built and really used, especially during two nature sabbaticals 
when he lived in the woods for nearly 30 days with only a knife. Through his extensive 
training with some of the best martial artists in the country and his experience as the chief 
instructor at Nature Reliance School, Craig has become a go-to expert in the outdoor 
survival community. In the book, he first teaches readers the most important safety tactic-
how to set the right mentality and awareness before heading outside. Craig then teaches 
about basic survival needs and how to meet them depending on whether you have reliable 
man-made gear or no gear. He covers navigation, self-defense, shelter and warmth, water 
and food.

Page Street Publishing • PB • Outdoor Survival Skills

9781624143366 $32.99

Flower Power
Caitlin Peterson

Affirm your love for life and all things groovy with this outta-sight, retro coloring book. With 
32 illustrations to awaken your inner hippie, Flower Power is bursting with far-out fun and 
begging for psychedelic color. Add your choice of bright and cheery colors to a righteous 
array of peace-and-love themed illustrations and you'll feel your frown instantly turn upside 
down. From smiley faces to peace signs to VW buses and more, this coloring book is a 
welcome blast to our funkiest past. Enjoy creating colorful works of art with a purely 
positive vibe thanks to the feel-good designs of Flower Power.

St Martin's Press • PB • Hobbies, Quizzes & Games

9781250126832 $14.99

Jack London and the Klondike Gold Rush
Peter Lourie

Swept up in the Gold Rush of 1897, young Jack London headed north to strike it rich in the 
Klondike and discovered something more precious than gold - the seeds of the stories that 
would flower into his classic novels The Call of the Wild and White Fang, and timeless 
short stories such as To Build A Fire." This gripping tale follows London as he treks up the 
ruthless Chilkoot Trail, braves the lethal Whitehorse Rapids, survives a bad case of scurvy, 
and conquers many more dangers of the Yukon during his quest for gold. Punctuated by 
stunning black-and-white art by Wendell Minor and illustrative photographic material, here 
is the compelling story of how one writer drew upon a rugged life of adventure to create 
works of literature. A Christy Ottaviano Book

Henry Holt Books for Young Readers • HB • Biography & True Stories

9780805097573 $27.99

John Deere, That's Who!
Tracy Nelson Maurer

Back in the 1830s, who was a young blacksmith from Vermont, about to make his mark on 
American history? John Deere, that’s who! Who moved to Illinois, where farmers were 
struggling to plow through the thick, rich soil they called gumbo? Who tinkered and and 
tweaked and tested until he invented a steel plow that sliced into the prairie easy as you 
please? Long before the first tractor, who changed farming forever? John Deere, that’s 
who! Beautiful illustrations—including spectacular landscapes—reflect the time period and 
bring John Deere's remarkable story to life.

Henry Holt Books for Young Readers • HB • True stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781627791298 $26.99

Last Don Standing
Dan Pearson and Larry McShane

As the last Don of the Philadelphia mob, Ralph Natale, the first-ever mob boss to turn 
state's evidence, provides an insider's perspective on the mafia. Natale's reign atop the 
Philadelphia and New Jersey underworlds brought the region's mafia back to prominence 
in the 1990s. Smart, savvy, and articulate, Natale came up in the mob and saw first-hand 
as it hatched its plan to control Atlantic City's casino unions. Later on, after spending 16 
years in prison, he reclaimed the family as his own after a bloody mob war that left bodies 
scattered across South Philly. With the full cooperation of Natale, New York Daily News 
reporter Larry McShane and producer Dan Pearson uncover the deadly reign of the last 
great mob boss of Philadelphia, a tale that covers a half-century of mob lore-and gore.

Thomas Dunne Books • HB • True Crime

9781250095879 $38.99

Pedal Power
Allan Drummond

Cycling rules the road in Amsterdam today, but that wasn't always the case. In the 1970's, 
Amsterdam was so crowded with vehicles that bicyclists could hardly move, but mums and 
kids relied on their bicycles to get around the city. Pedal Power is the story of the people 
who led protests against the unsafe streets and took over a vehicles-only tunnel on their 
bikes, showing what a little pedal power could do! Author and illustrator Allan Drummond 
returns with the story of the people that paved the way for safe biking around the world.

Farrar, Straus & Giroux for Young Readers • HB • Children's / Teenage: general non-fiction

9780374305277 $26.99

Slight Exaggeration
Adam Zagajewski; Translated from the Polish by Clare Cavanagh

A new essay collection by the noted Polish poet. For Adam Zagajewski - one of Poland's 
great poets - the project of writing, whether it be poetry or prose, is an occasion to advance 
what David Wojahn has characterised as his "restless and quizzical quest for self-
knowledge." Slight Exaggeration is an autobiographical portrait of the poet, arranged not 
chronologically but with that same luminous quality that distinguishes Zagajewski's 
spellbinding poetry - an affinity for the invisible.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Literary Essays

9780374265878 $39.99
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Standing Water
Eleanor Chai

A young woman in Paris encounters an uncanny presence on a tour of a small museum. A 
study by Rodin of the dancer Little Hanako triggers in the young woman recognition of her 
mother, a mother erased from her life since childhood. Thus begins Eleanor Chai's
Standing Water, one of the most remarkable first books of poetry in recent years. It is a 
journey into the past as well as the present-into the narrative hidden from the poet since 
birth, as well as the strategies that she has adopted to survive. It is a journey about how 
we learn to cope with, to perceive and describe, the world. It is a story about savage 
privilege and deprivation.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Poetry

9780374536862 $21.99

Tales from the Crypt #1: The Stalking Dead
William Gaines

Zombies on Wall Street! A vampire elected president! What can possibly be more 
frightening than real life? These all-new tales are done in the grand tradition of the original 
EC classic horror comics. The Crypt-Keeper is back, along with the Old Witch and the 
Vault-Keeper, to scare the $#!+ out of you! In the true Tales from the Crypt tradition, you'll 
witness the most loathsome people doing the most vile, evil, and gruesome things to their 
victims, only to eventually have the tables turned on them in shock endings that's will 
actually surprise you and mortify you! It's old-school poetic justice with the darkest of 
twists! Plus truly horrible puns, of course!

St Martin's Press • HB • Graphic Novels

9781629914619 $26.99

The Adventures of John Carson in Several Quarters of the 
World

Brian Doyle
The young Robert Louis Stevenson, living in a boarding house in San Francisco while 
waiting for his beloved's divorce, dreamed of writing a soaring novel about his landlady's 
adventurous and globe-trotting husband-but he never got around to it. Soon thereafter he 
was married, headed home to Scotland, and on his way to becoming the most famous 
novelist in the world. Now Brian Doyle brings Stevenson's untold tale to life, braiding the 
adventures of seaman John Carson with those of a young Stevenseon.

Thomas Dunne Books • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250100528 $38.99

The Draw
Lee Siegel

Propelled by riveting stories and fascinating portraits, The Draw weaves a defiant stand 
against a society in which, as the author observes, the struggle with money can turn 
someone's innocent weakness into a weapon of self-destruction. As much a flesh-and-
blood parable of economics as an intimate memoir brimming with harsh introspection, 
intellectual reverie, and surprising evocations of sexuality - the way you handle money and 
the way you have sex are often mutually illuminating, the author writes - Lee Siegel's tale 
of his youthful odyssey is for anyone who has tried to break through the barriers of family, 
class, and money to the freedom to choose his or her own path in life.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Memoirs

9780374178055 $39.99

The Official John Wayne Way To Barbecue
Editors of the Official John Wayne Magazine

The Official John Wayne Way to Barbecue cookbook contains more than 200 pages of 
Duke's favorite barbecue, from Asian barbecue chicken to jerk-style ribs to a Tennessee 
burger and much more. This is more than just a collection of recipes - this deluxe 
publication is chock-full of rare family and film photos, along with personal anecdotes and 
heartwarming stories. With an introduction by his son Ethan Wayne, this official John 
Wayne cookbook is more than just recipes. It's a guide to making you the ultimate man. A 
man is what he eats, and readers can expect to discover not only what America's most 
enduring icon loved to chow down on - from the perfect barbecue ribs to his spiced pork 
patties.

Media Lab Books • PB • Cooking With Specific Gadgets

9781942556503 $34.99

The Poetry of Yehuda Amichai
Yehuda Amichai; Edited by Robert Alter

Few poets have demonstrated as persuasively as Yehuda Amichai why poetry matters. 
One of the major poets of the twentieth century, Amichai created remarkably accessible 
poems, vivid in their evocation of the Israeli landscape and historical predicament, yet 
universally resonant. His are some of the most moving love poems written in any language 
in the past two generations-some exuberant, some powerfully erotic, many suffused with 
sadness over separation that casts its shadow on love. In a country torn by armed conflict, 
these poems poignantly assert the preciousness of private experience, cherished under 
the repeated threats of violence and death. With this collection, Amichai's vital poetic voice 
is now available to English readers as it never has been before.

Farrar Straus Giroux • TPB • Poetry

9780374536589 $27.99

The Return
Joseph Helmreich

During a live television broadcast, renowned astrophysicist Andrew Leland is suddenly 
lifted into the sky by a giant spacecraft and taken away for all to see. Six years later, he 
turns up denying ever having been abducted and disappearing from the public eye. 
Meanwhile, he inspires legions of cultish devotees, including a young physics graduate 
student named Shawn Ferris. When Shawn finally tracks Leland down, he discovers that 
he's been on the run for years, continuously hunted by a secret organization that has 
pursued him across multiple continents, determined to force him into revealing what he 
knows. Equal parts science-fiction and globe-hopping thriller, Joseph Helmreich's The 
Return will appeal to fans of both, and to anyone who has ever wondered... what's out 
there?

Thomas Dunne Books • HB • Science Fiction

9781250052193 $38.99

The River of Kings
Taylor Brown

Brothers Hunter and Lawton Loggins set off to kayak The Altamaha River, bearing their 
father's ashes toward the sea. Hunter is a college student, Lawton a Navy SEAL on leave; 
both young men were raised by an angry, enigmatic shrimper who loved the river, and 
whose death remains a mystery that his sons hope to resolve. As the brothers proceed 
downriver, their story is interwoven with that of Jacques Le Moyne, an artist who 
accompanied the 1564 expedition to found a French settlement at the river's mouth, which 
began as a search for riches and ended in a bloody confrontation with Spanish 
conquistadors and native tribes, leaving the fort in ruins and a few survivors fleeing for their 
lives.

St Martin's Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250111753 $38.99

The Stone Heart
Faith Erin Hicks

Kaidu and Rat have only just recovered from the assassination attempt on the General of 
All Blades when more chaos breaks loose in the Nameless City: deep conflicts within the 
Dao nation are making it impossible to find a political solution for the disputed territory of 
the City itself. To complicate things further, Kaidu is fairly certain he's stumbled on a 
formula for the lost weapon of the mysterious founders of the City... but sharing it with the 
Dao military would be a complete betrayal of his friendship with Rat. Can Kai find the right 
solution before the Dao find themselves at war?

First Second • PB • Graphic Novels

9781626721586 $22.99

The Stone Heart
Faith Erin Hicks

Kaidu and Rat have only just recovered from the assassination attempt on the General of 
All Blades when more chaos breaks loose in the Nameless City: deep conflicts within the 
Dao nation are making it impossible to find a political solution for the disputed territory of 
the City itself. To complicate things further, Kaidu is fairly certain he's stumbled on a 
formula for the lost weapon of the mysterious founders of the City... but sharing it with the 
Dao military would be a complete betrayal of his friendship with Rat. Can Kai find the right 
solution before the Dao find themselves at war?

First Second • HB • Graphic Novels

9781626721593 $32.99

The Swimmer
John Koethe

A searching new collection from America's philosopher-poet. John Koethe, in his tenth 
volume of poetry, investigates the capricious nature of everyday life, "the late-night jazz, 
great sex and all / The human shit defining what we are." His poems - always dynamic and 
in process, never static or complete - luxuriate in the questions that punctuate the most 
humdrum of routines, rendering a robust portrait of an individual: complicated, quotidian, 
and resounding with truth. The Swimmer argues that this "energizes everything": life's 
trivialities, surprises, and disappointments, and the "terrible feeling of being just about to 
fall."

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Poetry

9780374536855 $19.99

You Say to Brick
Wendy Lesser

Born to a Jewish family in Estonia in 1901 and brought to America in 1906, the architect 
Louis Kahn grew up in poverty in Philadelphia; by the time of his death in 1974, he was 
widely recognized as one of the greatest architects of his era. Drawing on extensive 
original research; lengthy interviews with his children, his colleagues, and his students; and 
travel to the far-flung sites of his career-defining buildings, Lesser has written a landmark 
biography of this elusive man, which reveals the mind behind some of the twentieth 
century's most celebrated architecture.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Biography: General

9780374279974 $39.99

The South Side
Natalie Y. Moore

A lyrical, intelligent, authentic, and necessary look at the intersection of race and class in 
Chicago, a Great American City. In this intelligent and highly important narrative, Chicago-
native Natalie Moore shines a light on contemporary segregation in the city's South Side; 
with a memoirist's eye, she showcases the lives of these communities through the stories 
of people who reside there. The South Side shows the impact of Chicago's historic 
segregation - and the ongoing policies that keep the system intact.

Picador US • PB • Society & Culture: General

9781250118332 $26.99

Winter Tide
Ruthanna Emrys

After attacking Devil's Reef in 1928, the U.S. government rounded up the people of 
Innsmouth and took them to the desert, far from their ocean, their Deep One ancestors, 
and their sleeping god Cthulhu. Only Aphra and Caleb Marsh survived the camps, and they 
emerged without a past or a future. The government that stole Aphra's life now needs her 
help. FBI agent Ron Spector believes that Communist spies have stolen dangerous 
magical secrets from Miskatonic University, secrets that could turn the Cold War hot in an 
instant, and hasten the end of the human race. Aphra must return to the ruins of her home, 
gather scraps of her stolen history, and assemble a new family to face the darkness of 
human nature. Winter Tide is the debut novel from Ruthanna Emrys, author of The Litany 
of Earth.

Tor Books • HB • Fantasy

9780765390905 $38.99
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Romanian Notebook
Cyrus Console

The day before Cyrus Console and his pregnant wife leave for a monthlong visit to 
Romania, they receive troubling news-the fetus she's carrying is at elevated risk for Down 
syndrome. As the trip unfolds, his worry spirals into broader meditations on parenthood, 
language, addiction, love, marriage, and the passage and management of time. The 
resulting travel diary moves beyond daily life to delve into the enigmas of art, suffering, 
creativity, and family. Mixing memory with acute observations on everything from chess 
and stray dogs to heartbreak and dreamscape, Romanian Notebook turns the anxiety 
and rumination of the expectant parent into a deeper way of thinking about the human 
condition.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Memoirs

9780865478305 $19.99

The Fat Artist and Other Stories
Benjamin Hale

The voices in these stories speak from the margins: a dominatrix whose longtime client, a 
U.S. congressman, drops dead during a tryst in a hotel room; an addict in precarious 
recovery who lands a job driving a truck full of live squid; a heartbroken performance artist 
who attempts to eat himself to death as a work of art. From underground radicals hiding in 
Morocco to an aging hippie in Colorado in the summer before 9/11 to a young drag queen 
in New York at the cusp of the AIDS crisis, these stories rove freely across time and place, 
carried by haunting, peculiar narratives, threads in the vast tapestry of American life.

Picador • PB • Short Stories

9781509830312 $19.99

The Hope Chest
Viola Shipman

Ever since she was diagnosed with ALS, fiercely independent Mattie doesn't feel like 
herself. She can't navigate her beloved home, she can't go for a boat ride, and she can 
barely even feed herself. Her devoted husband, Don, doesn't want to imagine life without 
his wife of nearly fifty years, but Mattie isn't likely to make it past their anniversary. But 
when Rose, Mattie's new caretaker, and her young daughter, Jeri, enter the couple's life, 
happiness and the possibility for new memories return. Together they form a family, and 
Mattie is finally able to pass on her memories from the hope chest she received from her 
mother. With each item the hope chest connects Mattie, Don and Rose to each other and 
helps them find hope again in the face of overwhelming life challenges.

Thomas Dunne Books • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250137630 $26.99

Listen to the Lambs
Daniel Black

In Listen to the Lambs by Daniel Black, nothing can convince Lazarus Love III to return to 
the lifestyle of affluence and social status he once knew. Longing for a freedom of the soul 
that the world of capitalism cannot provide, Lazarus leaves all that he knows - including his 
wife and children - to achieve the ultimate level of peace and silence living as a homeless 
man. When his quest causes him to cross paths with four other wanderers, all of whom 
later call themselves 'the family,' a shocking, brutal act leaves Lazarus in a dire position 
and his newfound family must struggle to save him. By doing so, both families - past and 
present - are redeemed and consequently learn the beauty of sacrificial love.

St Martin's Press • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250078483 $24.99

Almost Missed You
Jessica Strawser

Violet and Finn were "meant to be," said everyone, always. They ended up together by the 
hands of fate aligning things just so. Three years into their marriage, they have a wonderful 
little boy, and as the three of them embark on their first vacation as a family, Violet can't 
help thinking that she can't believe her luck. Life is good. So no one is more surprised than 
she when Finn leaves her at the beach - just packs up the hotel room and disappears. And 
takes their son with him. Violet is suddenly in her own worst nightmare, and faced with the 
knowledge that the man she's shared her life with, she never really knew at all...

St Martin's Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250107602 $38.99

Barbie Video Game Hero #1
Tini Howard and Victoria Robado

Top secret new Barbie series. All will be revealed very soon!

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629916446 $19.99

Too Much and Not the Mood
Durga Chew-Bose

On April 11, 1931, Virginia Woolf ended her entry in A Writer's Diary with the words "too 
much and not the mood." She was describing how tired she was of correcting her own 
writing, of the "cramming in and the cutting out" to please other readers, wondering if she 
had anything at all that was truly worth saying. The character of that sentiment, the attitude 
of it, inspired Durga Chew-Bose to write and collect her own work. The result is a lyrical 
and piercingly insightful collection of essays and her own brand of essay-meets-prose 
poetry about identity and culture. Inspired by Maggie Nelson's Bluets, Lydia Davis's short 
prose, and Vivian Gornick's exploration of interior life, Chew-Bose captures the inner 
restlessness that keeps her always on the brink of creative expression.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Literary Essays

9780374535957 $23.99

And Then There Was Me
Sadeqa Johnson

The story of Bea, a woman wrestling with motherhood, an unfaithful husband, and a friend 
who may not be who she seems, all while trying to make sense of her new neighborhood. 
Bea's philandering husband, Lonnie, has plopped the family in a New Jersey upper class 
suburb, which lacks the diversity that Bea craves but has the school district and zip code 
envy that Lonnie wants. The demands of carrying a third child and fitting into this new 
environment while pretending that her husband is not cheating on her again, is more than 
she can handle. And just when she thinks things can't get any worst, the ultimate 
deception snaps the little thread that was holding her life together and all comes tumbling 
down.

Thomas Dunne Books • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250074164 $39.99

Foraged Flower Arranging
Rebekah Clark Moody

You don't need to buy expensive cut flowers from a wholesaler to create stunning 
arrangements at home. With Foraged Flower Arranging, you can bring the organic 
beauty of nature into your home in ways you've never seen before. The arrangements 
cover a wide variety of trees, flowers and plants, plus tips for adapting based on what you 
have available, making the book accessible to readers in all climates, all year round. This 
book has 50 projects and 50 final photos plus detailed step-by-step photos.

Page Street Publishing • PB • Flower Arranging & Floral Crafts

9781624143649 $29.99

Born Anxious
Daniel P. Keating

Born Anxious introduces a new word into our lexicon: "methylated." It's short for 
"epigenetic methylation," and it offers insight into behaviors we have all observed but never 
understood - the boss who goes ballistic at the slightest error; the infant who can't be 
calmed; the husband who can't fall asleep at night. In each case, because of an exposure 
to environmental adversity in utero or during the first year of life, a key stress system has 
been welded into the "on" position by the methylation process, predisposing the child's 
body to excessive levels of the stress hormone cortisol. The effect: lifelong, unrelenting 
stress and its consequences - from school failure to nerve-wracking relationships to early 
death.

St Martin's Press • HB • Coping With Anxiety & Phobias

9781250075048 $39.99

The Passenger
F. R. Tallis

1941. A German submarine, U-330, patrols the stormy inhospitable waters of the North 
Atlantic. It is commanded by Siegfried Lorenz, a maverick naval officer. U-330 receives a 
triple-encoded message with instructions to collect two prisoners - Sutherland and 
Grimstad. Contact between the prisoners and Lorenz has been forbidden, and it transpires 
that this special mission has been ordered by an unknown source, high up in the SS. It is 
rumoured that Grimstad is working on a secret weapon that could change the course of the 
war. Then, Sutherland goes rogue, and a series of shocking, brutal events occurs. In the 
aftermath, it seems that a lethal, supernatural force is stalking the crew, wrestling with 
Lorenz for control. A thousand feet under the dark, icy waves, it doesn't matter how loud 
you scream.

Picador • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447236047 $19.99

The Years That Followed
Catherine Dunne

It is 1966. Calista is seventeen, beautiful and headstrong. She meets the handsome 
Alexandros, and in an instant her whole life changes. Alexandros is magnetic, much older -
and rich. She leaves her safe, affluent Dublin home for a different life in Cyprus alongside 
her new husband. But his family treat her with suspicion. Meanwhile, Pilar is desperate to 
leave the grinding poverty of her life in rural Extremadura, so she moves to Madrid. There, 
she meets a man who offers her excitement and opportunity. Petros charms Pilar, and she 
begins to imagine a future with him - although she knows it's impossible for them to be 
together. Unknown to both women, tragic events are unfolding that will inextricably link 
their lives in a way that neither could have imagined.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447211709 $19.99

Find a Way
Diana Nyad

In the 1970s, Diana Nyad was widely regarded as the greatest long-distance swimmer in 
the world and set many world records, such as circling Manhattan Island and crossing the 
102.5 miles between the Bahamas and Florida. But one record continually eluded her: 
becoming the first woman to swim between Cuba and the Florida Keys without a shark 
cage. Finally, in September 2013, after four failed attempts and at the age of sixty-four, 
Diana completed the crossing after two days and two nights of continuous swimming - 53 
consecutive hours, 110 miles. Millions of people watched her and cried and cheered and 
were dazzled and amazed by her tenacity and courage. This memoir is a dramatic, page-
turning account of the epic endurance quest that led to that moment, and is also a 
galvanizing call to live life boldly, in-the-moment, fearlessly, passionately, with no regrets.

Pan • PB • Memoirs

9781509813100 $19.99
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